A phenotypic-genetic study of a group of Polish patients with spinal and bulbar muscular atrophy.
We studied phenotype-genotype correlation in a group of Polish males with spinal and bulbar muscular atrophy (SBMA) and in female carriers. Eleven males with suspected SBMA phenotype and three suspected female carriers were examined. Male patients presented with the predominant signs of progressive, symmetrical distal limb weakness with amyotrophy, facial muscular weakness with orofacial fasciculations, nasal voice and slight dysphagia, gynaecomastia, decreased potency, as well as hand tremor and distal peripheral sensory disturbances in a few cases. One of the carriers presented with a 30-year history of fasciculations and minimal distal weakness and cramps in the legs, while the other two were asymptomatic. DNA analysis revealed expanded size of CAG repeats in Xq11-12 in the AR gene in 10 out of 11 men (range 45-52 CAG repeats) and in the women (range 46-48 CAG repeats). There was no correlation between CAG repeat size and the age of disease onset and duration of the disease. A rare, predominantly distal distribution of weakness and amyotrophy was found in our group of the SBMA patients (8 out of 11 cases) from three unrelated kindreds and also in the remaining two sporadic cases. The extended CAG repeats within families were stable.